CALNOC Report Navigation: Turning Data Into Information

**CALNOC Cognos Reports Public Folders**
- Benchmark Reference
- Group Comparisons
- Hospital Specific Reports
- Summary Statistics

**Group Comparisons:**
Illustrate Summary Statistics
Group Comparisons

**Hospital Specific Reports Folder:**
Your performance over time or compared to medians, and/or quartiles, and/or percentiles for the time frame you customize.

**Common Reports Folder:**
Comparison Graphs & Data for All Hospitals Reporting

**Where to Go**
- Benchmark Reference
- Group Comparisons
- Hospital Specific Reports
- Common Reports

**Where to Go by Type of Report**
- Data by Hospital Size: Total Facility (roll up) Service Line Unit Type
- Single Trended Measure
- 2 Specific Measures Trended Together
- Point In Time (special reports)
- Point In Time Comparison Graphs

**Where to Go by Focus**
- Summary Statistics Folder: Benchmark reference values for all hospitals to compare quartiles or percentiles
- Group Comparisons: Geographic, Hospital Size, Rural, Magnet
  (some may be restricted access)
- Hospital Specific Reports Folder:

**Decision Points**
- Decide Data Focus
- Your Hospital's Data
- Benchmark Reference
- Your Hospital's Data

**Select Folders**
- Benchmark Reference
- Group Comparisons
- Hospital Specific Reports
- Common Reports

**CALNOC Report Navigation**
- Data Focus
- Where to Go
- Type of Report

**Related Reports**
- Benchmarking Reports
- Individual Hospital to Group Comparison
- Magnet Ready Trend Reports
- Single Trended Reports
- Two Measures Trended Together

**NHSN/CALNOC Magnet-Ready, 2 Measure Trend and posted Summary Reports
HCAHPS Patient Survey Report Posted under Reports/Analysis
Advisory Board Nursing Engagement and Ambulatory Service Line Comparison Reports

**Additional Reports**
- NHSN/CALNOC Magnet-Ready, 2 Measure Trend and posted Summary Reports
- HCAHPS Patient Survey Report Posted under Reports/Analysis
- Advisory Board Nursing Engagement and Ambulatory Service Line Comparison Reports

**Hours of Care (Staffing), Falls, Prevalence (HAPU, Restraint)**